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In this article we shall present new ways of describing modules with
maximum resp. minimum condition for finite matrix subgroups. For vari-
ous reasons these modules have attracted much attention. To give exam-
ples, a module M satisfies the minimum condition for finite matrix
subgroups iff it is -pure-injective, i.e., every direct sum M  I . is pure-
w xinjective 6, 14 . On the other hand such a module may be characterized by
w xremarkable decomposition properties of its direct products 6, 15 . Mod-
ules satisfying both of these chain conditions are of importance in repre-
w xsentation theory 1, 4, 16 .
Here we show that these chain conditions can be characterized by two
well-known natural transformations, that have been repeatedly studied in
 .  .literature. The first one is m: Hom P, M m A ª Hom P, M m AS R S R
 . .  .  .given by m w m a x s w x m a for w g Hom P, M , a g A, and x gS
P. Here M is a bimodule and P, A are modules. In case P s S  I . thisS R S R S
I  . I  . .  .is the map m: M m A ª M m A , m x m a s x m a , which hasÄ ÄR R i i
w x w xbeen studied, for instance, by Lenzing 7 , Raynaud and Gruson 10 , and
w xGoodearl 5 regarding injectivity and surjectivity.
Our starting point is the observation that for given A and M theR S R
map m is injective for all projective modules P equivalently m is injectiveÄS
.for all sets I if and only if M satisfies a weak maximum condition for
certain finite matrix subgroups defined by A: we shall say for short that M
has A-acc. Now the modules M having A-acc for all A are precisely those
with maximum condition for finite matrix subgroups. This description
reveals a curious parallelism between the class of modules with maximum
condition for finite matrix subgroups and the class of Mittag]Leffler
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modules: Recall that A is a Mittag]Leffler module iff m is injective forÄR
w xall M and I 10, Proposition 2.1.5 , in other words, iff every module MR R
has A-acc. Dual results are proven by studying the homomorphism n :
 .   . .  . .C m Hom M, U ª Hom Hom C, M , U with n c m w g sR S S R
  ..  .  .w g c for c g C, w g Hom M, U , and g g Hom C, M , where MS R S R
is a bimodule and C , U are modules. The fact that n is an isomorphismR S
if C is finitely presented and U is injective is well known and useful in
many respects. This time injectivity of n for a fixed pair C , M andR R
arbitrary injective modules U means that M satisfies a weak minimum
condition for certain finite matrix subgroups given by C which we call
C-dcc. There is a connection between the two conditions: If V is anS
 .  .injective cogenerator, then M satisfies C-dcc A-acc iff Hom M, VR S
 .satisfies C-acc A-dcc . Again we have a global result: M has C-dcc for all
modules C if and only if it satisfies the minimum condition for finite
matrix subgroups.
In this first section we have compiled the necessary technical informa-
tion on matrix subgroups. Throughout R is a ring, the modules occurring
in this article mostly have R as their ground ring, and instead of Hom M,R
.  .N we shall use the shorter notation M, N . The cardinality of a set X
< <will be denoted by X .
1. POINTED MODULES AND MATRIX SUBGROUPS
We begin with collecting the facts about matrix subgroups needed in
subsequent text. We shall describe these groups by what we call ``pointed
modules'' because, compared to their representation by matrices, we feel
this method to be more perspicuous and better suited to our purpose. It
should be stressed that certain special cases of this material are scattered
throughout literature.
 .Throughout we fix a nonempty set I and call a pair A, a consisting of
 .a left R-module A and a family a s a of elements of A ani ig I
I-pointed module. Given a right R-module M we define the map t :a
 I .  .  .M ª M m A by t m s m m a s  m m a for m s m gR a ig I i i i ig I
 I .  .  .M and put T M s Ker t . For every homomorphism f g M, M9A, a a
  ..  .  I .we have f T M ; T M9 , i.e., T is a subfunctor of V , where VA, a A, a A, a
 .denotes the forgetful functor Mod-R ª Mod-Z. In particular T M isA, a
 .  I .an End M -submodule of M .R
 . I  .  .   ..Similarly, defining e : A, N ª N by e h s h a s h a anda a i ig I
 .H N s Im e for each left module N we obtain a subfunctor HA, a a A, a
of V I.
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The most important among these functors are those corresponding to
 .the pairs A, a , where A is finitely presented and the tuple a is finite. It
is well known and very useful in practice that, say, for a right module M
 .  .  .the set of all H M coincides with the set of all T M , where C, cC , c A, a
 .resp. A, a runs through the class of all n-pointed finitely presented right
resp. left R-modules. The following lemma in addition yields a correspon-
dence between the n-pointed finitely presented right and left modules.
w  .Note that the module A, which is constructed from the pair C, c , is the
xAuslander]Bridger transpose of CrC9.
 .LEMMA 1.1. Gi¨ en a finitely presented n-pointed right module C, c there
 .can be constructed a finitely presented n-pointed left module A, a such that
 .  .  .  .H M s T M for e¨ery right module M and T N s H N forC , c A, a C , c A, a
e¨ery left module N.
Proof. We choose an exact sequence
a p6 6 6G F C 0,
 .where F is free with a basis e , . . . , e , k G n, such that p e s c ,1 k i i
1 F i F n, and G is free as well with a basis f , . . . , f . Let G9 be a further1 l
free module with a basis f , . . . , f and let g : G9 ª F be defined byy1 yn
 .g f s e , 1 F i F n. These data yield the following commutative dia-yi i
gram with exact rows and columns
h r6 6 6 6
0 G G = G9 G9 0
6 6
 .a b s a , g
F s F
6 6
p
6
C CrC9
6 6
0 0
where C9 denotes the submodule of C generated by c and the unexplained
maps are the obvious ones. If we dualize with respect to R we obtain the
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commutative diagram
F* s F*
6 6
b * a *
r* h*X X6 6 6 60 G * G * = G* G* 0
6 6
j j 9
X 6 6G * A ArA9
6 6
0 0
with exact rows and columns, j and j 9 denoting the cokernels of b * and
 .  U .a*, respectively, and A9 s Im jr* . We put a s j f , 1 F i F n, andi yi
 U .  U U U U .a s j f , 1 F j F l, where f , . . . , f , f , . . . , f is the dual basis ofj j y1 yn 1 l
 .  .f , . . . , f , f , . . . , f . Applying the functor ], M to the first diagramy1 yn 1 l
yields the diagram
0 0
6 6
X6 60 CrC ,M C , M .  .
6 6
F , M s F , M .  .
6 6
 .  .b , 1 a , 1
 .  .r , 1 h , 16 6 6 6
0 G9, M G = G9, M G, M 0 .  .  .
6 6
l l9
6 6 6 6
0 G9, M M m A M m ArA9 0 . R R
6 6
0 0
 . l  .with exact rows and columns, l being given by l h s  h f m a qjs1 j j
n  .  . h f m a and l9 similarly. Putting a s a , . . . , a and identi-is1 yi yi y1 yn
 . n  .fying G9, M with M it is easily seen that l( r, 1 s t . Now the snakea
t ad n .  .lemma yields the exact sequence 0 ª CrC9, M ª C, M ª M ª M
m A ª M m ArA9 ª 0 and an easy calculation shows that the connect-R R
 .ing homomorphism d coincides with e . If follows that H M sc C , c
 .  . T M . Similarly it is proven that the sequence 0 ª ArA9, N ª A,A, a
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e a t c
n.  .N ª N ª N m C ª N m CrC9 ª 0 is exact, showing that H NR R A, a
 .s T N .C , c
A closer look at the proof also gives the original definition of the
 .  . k , lsubgroups H M by matrices. Let Q s r g R denote the repre-C , c i j
 . ksenting matrix of a , i.e., a f s  e r , 1 F j F l. Then obviouslyj is1 i i j
 .  . nH M is the set of all x , . . . , x g M that can be complemented to aC , c 1 n
 .solution of the equation x , . . . , x Q s 0. Conversely each matrix Q g1 k
Rk , l with n F k is the matrix of relations of a finitely presented n-pointed
 .module C, c for which H can be calculated in the former way. GivenC , c
 .  .an arbitrary I-pointed module C, c the subgroup H M may analo-C , c
gously be characterized by a column-finite R-matrix. On account of this
 .  .connection H M is called a matrix subgroup in case C, c is aC , c
1-pointed module and called a finite matrix subgroup or a subgroup of
.finite definition if in addition C is finitely presented.
We also want to indicate how this material is viewed by the model
 w x . k , ltheorists see 8, 9, 11 for detailed information . Given a matrix Q g R
 .with n F k as above let w s w ¨ , . . . , ¨ denote the formula in n freeQ 1 n
variables,
'¨ , . . . , ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ Q s 0, .nq1 k 1 k
 .in the language L of right R-modules. Then H M is the set of allR C , c
 . nx , . . . , x g M satisfying w. Formulae that are logically equivalent to1 n
formulae of this kind are called pp-formulae; therefore the subgroups
 .  .H M are called pp-definable and C, c is called a free realization ofC , c
 . .w. The ``dual'' formula Dw ¨ , . . . , ¨ in the language L of left R-1 n R
modules is given by
E tn'w , . . . , w , Q ¨ , . . . , ¨ ,w , . . . , w s 0, .1 l 1 n 1 l /0
where E denotes the unit matrix in Rn, n. If N is some left module the setn
 . n  . wof all y , . . . , y g N satisfying Dw is just T N . This follows from1 n C , c
En . xour proof of Lemma 1.1, the representing matrix of b * being Q .0
k , l  .Similarly, given a matrix U g R with n F l let c ¨ , . . . , ¨ denote1 n
the formula
t
'¨ , . . . , ¨ , U ¨ , . . . , ¨ s 0 .nq1 l 1 l
 . .in L and let Dc ¨ , . . . , ¨ denote the formulaR 1 n
E 0n'w , . . . , w , ¨ , . . . , ¨ , w , . . . , w s 0 .1 l 1 n 1 l  /U
in L . It is easily seen that DDw and w are equivalent, just as DDc and cR
are. This means that D describes a duality, the so-called elementary
duality. Lemma 1.1 may be regarded as a consequence of this duality.
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Next we derive some rules of calculating for the functors T and H .A, a A, a
 .  .First we fix a morphism a : A, a ª B, b of I-pointed modules to be a
 .  .  .homomorphism a g A, B such that a a s b, i.e., a a s b for alli i
i g I. A morphism of this kind implies inclusions of functors T ; TA, a B, b
and H > H . In order to describe sums and intersections we defineA, a B, b
 .  .the direct sum S, s and the direct product P, p of the pointed modules
 .  .A, a and B, b . We put S s A = BrU, where U is the submodule of
 .  .A = B generated by the pairs a , yb , i g I, and let s s s withi i i ig I
 .  .  .  .s s a , 0 q U s 0, b q U. Now the maps A, a ª S, s , x ¬i i i
 .  .  .  .x, 0 q U and B, b ª S, s , y ¬ 0, y q U are morphisms making
 .  .  .S, s a direct sum of A, a and B, b . The direct product is given by
 .  .P s A = B, p s p with p s a , b , and the usual projections. Thei ig I i i i
proof of the next lemma is evident.
LEMMA 1.2.
 .1 T s T q T , T s T l T .S, s A, a B, b P , p A, a B, b
 .2 H s H l H , H s H q H .S, s A, a B, b P , p A, a B, b
We shall frequently use the following conclusion, which is to be illus-
 .  .trated by means of the first formula. We assume that T M ; T MA, a B, b
 .  .holds for some module M. Then T ; T and T M s T M , i.e.,A, a S, s S, s B, b
if T is substituted by T even the inclusion of functors can be achievedB, b S, s
without changing T and the value of T on M. In a similar way theA, a B, b
other formulae can be used.
 .  .LEMMA 1.3. Let a : A, a ª B, b be a morphism of I-pointed modules
 .and J be a nonempty proper subset of I. Moreo¨er, let a9 s a , a0 si ig J
 .  .  .a , b9 s b , and b0 s b , and let A9 ; A and B9 ; B bei ig I _ J i ig J i ig I _ J
the submodules generated by a9 and b9, respecti¨ ely.
 .  .  J .  I .1 a For e¨ery left module M the canonical maps j: M ª M
and q: M  I . ª M  I _ J . induce the exact sequence
j q
0 ª T M ª T M ª T M ª 0. .  .  .A , a9 A , a A r A9 , a0
 .  .  .  .b The equality T M s T M is equi¨ alent to T M sA, a B, b A, a9
 .  .  .T M and T M s T M .B, b9 A r A9, a0 Br B 9, b0
 .  . I _ J I2 a For e¨ery right module N the canonical maps N ª N and
N I ª N J induce the exact sequence
0 ª H N ª H N ª H N ª 0. .  .  .A r A9 , a0 A , a A , a9
 .  .  .  .b The equality H N s H N is equi¨ alent to H N sA, a B, b A, a9
 .  .  .H N and H N s H N .B, b9 A r A9, a0 Br B 9, b0
For simplicity of notation we write a0 and b0 for the corresponding tuples
.of residue classes mod A9 and mod B9, respecti¨ ely.
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 .  .Proof. We only show 1 . Assertion a is left as an easy exercise. The
 .  .  .morphism a induces morphisms A, a9 ª B, b9 and ArA9, a0 ª
 .BrB9, b0 which leads to the commutative diagram
0 ªT M ªT M ªT M ª 0 .  .  .A , a9 A , a A r A9 , a0
l l l
0 ªT M ªT M ªT M ª 0 .  .  .B , b9 B , b Br B 9 , b0
 .from which b is readily inferred.
In the following direct limits of pointed modules will play an important
 .  . role. Let L, F be an upward directed partially ordered set and w :ml
.  .A ª A be a direct system with limit w : A ª A . If eachl m l F m l l l g L
I  .  .module A is pointed by a g A such that the w : A , a ª A , al l l ml l l m m
are morphisms we speak of a direct system of I-pointed modules. Putting
 .  .  .a s w a for some p g L, the w : A , a ª A, a are morphismsp p l l l
 .  . .as well. We shall write A, a s lim A , a , w or more simplyl g L l l lª
 .  .A, a s lim A , a to denote this situation. The existence of such limitsl lª
is an easy consequence of the ``unpointed'' case.
 . nLEMMA 1.4. Let A be a left module and a s a , . . . , a g A .1 n
 .  .1 There exists an upward directed ordered set L, F and a direct
  .  ..system w : A , a ª A , a of n-pointed finitely presented mod-ml l l m m l F m
 .  . .ules and an isomorphism A, a ª lim A , a , w .l g L l l lª
 .  .  .  .2 For each morphism a : B, b ª A, a , where B, b is an
 .n-pointed finitely presented module and A, a is represented as a direct limit
 .  .  .as in 1 there is some l g L and a morphism b : B, b ª A , a withl l
a s w b.l
 .Proof. 1 It is well known that there exist an upward directed set N
 .and a direct system w : A ª A of finitely presented modulesml l m l F m in N
having direct limit A. Let w : A ª A, l g N, be the canonical maps. Nowl
there is some l g N such that a , . . . , a belong to the image of w . We1 n l
 .  < 4choose a g A with w a s a , 1 F j F n. Putting L s l g N l G l ,l j l l l j j
 .  . a s a , . . . , a , and a s w a for l g L it is easily checked that w :l l1 ln l ll l l
 .  ..   . A , a ª A, a is a limit of the direct system w : A , a ª A ,l l l g L ml l l m
..a .m l F m in L
 .2 A typical exercise on direct limits.
 .Next we record some results on the behavior of the subgroups T MA, a
 .and H M under dualization; further results will follow in Section 3.A, a
First some notation. Letting M be a bimodule and U a module we putS R S
q  .  I .M s M, U . If X is a subset of M the set of the families w sS S
 . qI  .  .w g M satisfying w x s  w x s 0 for all x g X will bei ig I ig I i i
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denoted by X 0, and for a subset Y ; MqI the set of the x g M  I . with
 . 0w x s 0 for all w g Y will be denoted by Y . The following lemma and
w xits corollary are modifications of 16, Proposition 3 ; certain special cases
w xare also common in model theory, for instance, see 11, 1.5 .
LEMMA 1.5.
 .  q.  .01 If U is injecti¨ e, then H M s T M .S A, a A, a
 .  q. 0  .2 If U is a cogenerator, then H M s T M .S A, a A, a
 .  .Proof. 1 Let U be injective. Applying the functor y, U to theS S
exact sequence
tj a I .0 ª T M ª M ª M m A .A , a R
 .  q.and taking into account the isomorphism M m A, U , A, M weS R S R R
 .j , 1e a
q qI .   . .obtain the exact sequence 0 ª A, M ª M ª T M , U . ItA, a S
 q.  .  .0follows that H M s Im e s Ker j, 1 s T M .A, a a A, a
 .2 If U is a cogenerator the following equivalences hold for m gS
 I .  .  q.  . .M : m g T M m m m a s 0 m ;h g A, M : h a m s 0 mA, a R R
q q 0 .  . .  .;h g A, M : e h m s 0 m m g H M .a A, a
COROLLARY 1.6. We assume that U is an injecti¨ e cogenerator andS
 I .  .denote by T the subset of all subgroups of M of the form T M and HA, a
qI  q.the subset of all subgroups of M of the form H M . Then the mapA, a
T ª H, T ¬ T 0, is a lattice anti-isomorphism with in¨erse H ª T, H ¬ H 0.
Proof. By the preceding lemma both of the maps are well defined and
because of the equations
00 0qT M s H M s T M and .  .  .A , a A , a A , a
00 0q qH M s T M s H M .  .  .A , a A , a A , a
they are inverses of each other. The formulae of Lemma 1.2 show that T
0and H are lattices and that the map T ¬ T is an anti-isomorphism.
 .  .COROLLARY 1.7. Let A, a s lim A , a be a direct limit ofl g L l lª
I-pointed left modules.
 .   ..  .1 The family T M is upward directed and T M sA , a l g L A, al l
 .D T M .l g L A , al l
 .   q..2 In case U is injecti¨ e the family H M is downwardS A , a l g Ll l
 q.  q.directed and H M s F H M .A, a l g L A , al l
 .  .  .Proof. 1 The canonical maps A , a ª A, a imply the inclusionl l
 .  .  .D T M ; T M . Conversely, if m g T M , i.e., m m a s 0,l g L A , a A, a A, al l
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then there is some l g L such that m m a s 0 in M m A ; hence m gl l
 .T M .A , al l
 .  q.  .02 Using the formula just proved we have H M s T M sA, a A, a
0 q .  .F T M s F H M .l g L A , a l g L A , al l l l
 w x.  .  .COROLLARY 1.8 compare 16, p. 704 . Let A, a s lim A , a .l g L l lª
 .  .Then we ha¨e H N s F H N for each pure-injecti¨ e left mod-A, a l g L A , al l
ule N.
Proof. We only have to show the inclusion > . To this end we use the
qq  . .evaluation map c: N ª N s N, QrZ , QrZ , which is known to be a
pure monomorphism. Because N is pure-injective there is a homomor-
phism d: Nqqª N with dc s 1 .N
 qq.  qq.By Corollary 1.7 we have H N s F H N . Letting n gA, a l g L A , al l
 .  .  qq.F H N we may infer c n g F H N ; hence there isl g L A , a l g L A , al l l l
 qq.  .  .  .some g g A, N such that c n s g a and we arrive at n s dc n s
 .  .dg a g H N .A, a
The class of modules satisfying the intersection property in Corollary 1.8
properly contains the class of pure-injective modules: For instance it also
contains arbitrary direct sums of pure-injective modules. We intend to take
up the study of this module class in a separate paper.
2. INJECTIVITY OF m
Now we will show the announced ``functorial'' characterization of mod-
ules with maximum condition for finite matrix subgroups. The following
preparatory lemma is a ``pointwise'' version of the main result. It has been
brought to our attention that the lemma overlaps with work by Rothmaler
w x11 , a fact to be clarified after the lemma has been stated. Since Roth-
maler's proofs use the language of model theory, we present a complete
algebraic proof.
LEMMA 2.1. The following statements are equi¨ alent for a bimodule MS R
and a module A:R
 .  .  .1 The map m: P, M m A ª P, M m A is injecti¨ e for allS S R S S R
projecti¨ e modules P.S
 . I  . I 2 The map m: M m A ª M m A is injecti¨ e for all sets I forÄ R R
< <  < < < <4 .all sets I with I F max M , N , respecti¨ ely .
 . I  . I3 The map m: M m ArA9 ª M m ArA9 is injecti¨ e for allÄ R R
finitely generated submodules A9 ; A and all sets I.
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 . n  . 4 For all n g N, a g A and all presentations A, a s lim A ,l g L lª
.  .a with finitely presented modules A , respecti¨ ely there is an l g L withl l
 .  .T M s T M .A, a A , al l
 . n5 For all n g N and a g A there exists an n-pointed finitely pre-
 .  .  .  .sented module B, b and a morphism a : B, b ª A, a with T M sA, a
 .T M .B, b
 .6 For all finitely generated submodules A9 ; A, a g A and all presen-
 .  . tations ArA9, a s lim A , a with finitely presented modules Al g L l l lª
.  .  .resp. there is some l g L with T M s T M .A r A9, a A , al l
 .7 For all finitely generated submodules A9 ; A and a g A there is a
 .  . pointed finitely presented module B, b and a morphism a : B, b ª ArA9,
.  .  .a with T M s T M .A r A9, a B, b
 .A module A satisfying our unrestricted condition 2 is called anR
w xM-Mittag]Leffler module in 11, p. 39 . Hence the equivalence of the
 .unrestricted condition 2 with the restricted one resembles the equiva-
 .  . w x  .  .lence v m vi of 11, Theorem 2.2 , while our equivalence 2 m 5
 .  . w xcoincides with v m viii of 11, Theorem 2.2 . Furthermore, our implica-
 .  . w  .xtion 2 « 3 generalizes 11, Corollary 2.4 e .
 .  .Proof. It is obvious that 1 and the unrestricted version of 2 are
 . < <  < <equivalent. Now we assume that 2 holds for sets I with I F max M ,
< <4  .N and show 4 .
 .  .  . n nLetting A, a s lim A , a as in 4 , we define a map r : M ª Ml lª
 .  .  .by r x s x if x g T M and r x s 0 otherwise. ThenA, a
n
nm r x m a s r x m a s 0, .  . . xgM k kk k / / nks1 k xgM
  . . nhence,  r x m a s 0 by assumption. It follows that there isk k x g M k
  . . I  .nsome l g L such that  r x m a s 0 in M m A . Hence r xk k x g M lk l
 . n  .  .g T M for all x g M , i.e., T M ; T M . The other inclusionA , a A, a A , al l l l
 .being obvious, assertion 4 is proved.
 .  .  .4 « 5 Because we can write A, a as a direct limit of pointed
 .finitely presented modules by Lemma 1.4, 5 is an immediate consequence
 .of 4 .
 .  .  n  . . n5 « 2 Let m  m m a s 0, i.e.,  m m a s 0 for allks1 k i ig I k ks1 k i k
 .  .  .  .i g I. Putting a s a , . . . , a and choosing a : B, b ª A, a as in 51 n
 .  .  .we obtain m g T M s T M , hence  m m b s 0 for allk i k A, a B, b k k i k
I  . Ii g I. Because B is finitely presented, m: M m B ª M m B is anÄ R R
 . I  .isomorphism, hence  m m b s 0 in M m B and  m m a sk k i i k k k i i k
 .  . .1 m a  m m b s 0.k k i i k
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 .  .2 « 3 Every finitely generated submodule A9 ; A gives rise to the
commutative diagram with exact rows:
M I m A9 ª M I m A ª M I m ArA9 ª 0
m9x mx mxÄ
I I IM m A9 ª M m A ª M m ArA9 ª 0 .  .  .
As m9 is surjective and m is injective, m is injectiveÄ
 .  .  .  .  .  .3 « 6 « 7 are shown like 2 « 4 « 5 .
 .  .  .  .7 « 6 Let ArA9, a s lim A , a with finitely presented modulesl lª
 .  .  .A and a : B, b ª ArA9, a as in 7 . By Lemma 1.4 there is somel
 .  .l g L and a morphism b : B, b ª A , a with a s w b , hencel l l
 .  .  .  .T M s T M ; T M ; T M .A r A9, a B, b A , a A r A9, al l
 .  .  .  .6 « 4 According to our proof of 4 « 5 we have only to show the
 . n  .  .restricted version of 4 . Let a g A with n ) 1 and A, a s lim A , a ,l lª
 .  X . the A being finitely presented. Then A, a9 s lim a , a and ArA9,l l lª
.  X . X  . X  .a s lim A rA , a , where a s a , . . . , a , a s a , . . . , a , andn l l ln 1 ny1 l l1 lny1
A9 ; A and AX ; A are the submodules generated by a9 and aX , respec-l l l
tively. Proceeding by induction we can assume that there is some u g L
 .  .  .  .Xwith T M s T M ; by 6 there is a ¨ g L with T M sA, a9 A , a A r A9, au u n
 .XT M . Since L is directed we can achieve u s ¨ hence Lemma 1.3A r A , a¨ ¨ ¨ n
 .  .yields T M s T M .A, a A , a¨ ¨
The statements of Lemma 2.1 describe a sort of maximum condition for
 .matrix subgroups. For instance, condition 4 says that the directed family
  ..T M has a maximal, hence a greatest element. Therefore weA , a l g Ll l
shall say that M has A-acc in case it satisfies these properties.
Next we derive a number of corollaries of Lemma 2.1. First we recall the
I  . Ifact that m: M m A ª M m A is surjective for all I iff A contains aÄ R R
wfinitely generated submodule A9 such that M m ArA9 s 0 3, LemmaR
x1.1 . Together with Lemma 2.1 this yields a description of the modules M
such that m is an isomorphism for all I.Ä
COROLLARY 2.2.
p
 .1 If the sequence 0 ª M9 ª M ª M0 ª 0 of right modules is pure-
exact then M has A-acc iff M9 and M0 ha¨e this property
 .  I . I2 If I is some set then A-acc passes o¨er from M to M , M , and
M IrM  I ..
 .Proof. 1 Given a set I the diagram
0 ª M X I m A ª M I m A ª MY I m A ª 0
m9x mx m0xÄ
I I IX Y0 ª M m A ª M m A ª M m ArA9 ª 0 .  .  .
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in commutative with exact rows. Hence m9 is injective if m is and,Ä
conversely, m is injective provided that m9 and m0 are. To show that A-accÄ
 .goes over from M to M0 we use condition 5 of Lemma 2.1. Letting
n  .  .a g A we know that there is a morphism a : B, b ª A, a , where B is
 .  .finitely presented, such that T M s T M . It is easy to see thatA, a B, b
  ..  .   ..  .  .p T M s T M0 and p T M s T M0 , hence T M0 sA, a A, a B, b B, b A, a
 .T M0 .B, b
 . I  I .2 The statement is obvious for M ; as the sequence 0 ª M ª
M I ª M IrM  I . ª 0 is pure-exact, it holds for M  I . and M IrM  I . as
well.
COROLLARY 2.3. Let M be a bimodule such that M has A-acc. If NS R R S
is finitely presented or flat then N m M has A-acc, too.S
Proof. Clearly the assertion is true if N is finitely presented. Now letS
N be flat and 0 ª K ª F ª N ª 0 be an exact sequence with a freeS
module F. By purity the sequence 0 ª K m M ª F m M ª N m M ª 0S S S
is also pure-exact. Now the assertion follows from Corollary 2.2 because
 I .F m M , M for some set I.S
The next statement is proven like Corollary 2.2.
 w  .x.COROLLARY 2.4 see also 11, Corollary 2.4 b . Let 0 ª A9 ª A ª
A0 ª 0 be a pure-exact sequence of left modules.
 .1 If M has A-acc then it has A9-acc.
 .2 If M has A9-acc and A0-acc then it has A-acc.
In general M does not satisfy A0-acc if it satisfies A-acc: Let R be a
ring over which there exists a module M which does not have maximum
condition for finite matrix subgroups. By Theorem 2.5 there exists a
module A0 such that M does not have A0-acc. However, there is a
pure-exact sequence 0 ª A9 ª A ª A0 ª 0 with pure-projective middle
term A and obviously M has A-acc.
Next, considering modules with A-acc for all A we arrive at modules
with maximum condition for finite matrix subgroups. In order to keep the
following theorem lucid we shall ``globalize'' only part of the statements of
Lemma 2.1.
THEOREM 2.5. The following assertions are equi¨ alent for a module M :R
 .1 M has maximum condition for finite matrix subgroups.
 . I  . I2 The map m: M m A ª M m A is injecti¨ e for all modules AR R
and sets I.
 . N  .N3 The map m: M m A ª M m A is injecti¨ e for all denumer-R R
ably generated modules A.
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 .  .4 For e¨ery n g N and e¨ery n-pointed module A, a there exists a
 .  .  .morphism a : B, b ª A, a , where B, b is an n-pointed finitely presented
 .  . module such that T M s T M . It is sufficient to take 1-pointedA, a B, b
.modules only.
 .  .  .Proof. 1 « 4 If we can verify condition 4 for n s 1 it holds for
 .  .arbitrary n by Lemma 1.3. Letting a g A and A, a s lim A , a withl lª
 .finitely presented A the group T M is the union of the directed familyl A, a
  ..of finite matrix subgroups T M . By assumption the latter has aA , al l
 .  .maximal element T M that has to coincide with T M .A , a A, al l
 .  .The equivalence 2 m 4 follows from Lemma 2.1.
 .  .2 « 3 is trivial.
 .  .3 « 1 We assume that there is a proper ascending chain
  ..T M with finitely presented modules A and a g A .A , a l G1 l l ll l
Lemma 1.2 allows to assume that additionally there are morphisms a :l
 .  .  .  .A , a ª A , a , l G 1. Putting A, a s lim A , a we ob-l l lq1 lq1 l G1 l lª
 .serve that A is denumerably generated. Now we choose m g T M _l A , al l
 .  . NT M for l G 2 and put m s 0, m , m , . . . g M . By choice ofA , a 2 3ly 1 ly1
the m we have m m a s 0 in M m A ; hence m m a s 0 in M m A. Asl l l l l
 .  .this holds for all l G 1 we have m m m a s m m a s 0. Our as-l l G1
sumption that m is mono implies m m a s 0; hence there is some l G 1
with m m a s 0. In particular this gives m m a s 0, i.e., m gl lq1 l lq1
 .T M , contradicting the choice of m .A , a lq1l l
Remark 1. As each module is a pure submodule of a pure-injective
 .one, it is sufficient to require condition 2 of Theorem 2.5 for pure-injec-
tive modules A and I s N only.
Remark 2. Corollaries 2.2 and 2.3 can also be interpreted as statements
concerning modules with maximum condition for finite matrix subgroups.
 .Remark 3. We omit the routine proof of the following description of
the flat modules satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2.5. Let M be flatR
 .  .during this paragraph. This means that the equality T M s MT RA, a A, a R
 .  .  .holds for all 1-pointed modules A, a ; hence the set T M of all T MA, a
equals the set of subgroups ML, L running through the left ideals of R.
Furthermore we recall that the set F of all left ideals F with MF s M is a
 .Gabriel topology. We need the set S R of the F-saturated left idealsF R
L; they can be characterized by the condition ; r g R: r g L m Mr ; ML
 .  .in the present situation. It is easy to see that the map S R ª T M ,F R
 w x .L ¬ ML, is a lattice isomorphism. For more details, see 13 .
The following statements are equivalent:
 .a M has a maximum condition for finite matrix subgroups.
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 .b Given a chain L ; L ; ??? of left ideals of R the chain1 2
ML ; ML ; ??? is stationary.1 2
 .c Each left ideal L contains a finitely generated left ideal L9 such
that ML s ML9.
 .  . I Id For each left ideal L and each set I we have ML s M L.
 .  .e The lattice S R is noetherian.F R
To give an example, these conditions are valid if R is left noetherian. We
I w xfurther note that M is -flat, i.e., that all products M are flat 3 if
 .  .a ] e are satisfied. The converse of this implication fails: think of a von
Neumann regular ring that is not semisimple.
Remark 4. Let R be a noetherian algebra i.e., an algebra over a
commutative noetherian ground ring over which it is finitely generated as
.a module . Then each finitely generated R-module has maximum condi-
tion for finite matrix subgroups. Further modules with this chain condition
can be constructed from these building blocks by use of Corollaries 2.2
and 2.3.
3. INJECTIVITY OF n
In order to obtain a ``functorial'' characterization of the minimum
condition for finite matrix subgroups as well we dualize the results of
Section 2. We begin with two general observations concerning injectivity of
n and then prove the analogue of Lemma 2.1.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let M be a bimodule, U, C be modules, and n :S R S R
q  .q  .qC m M ª C , M , where ] denotes dualization with respect to U.R R R S
 .  q.  .0 n1 n is injecti¨ e iff T M s H M for all n g N and c g C .C , c C , c
 .The inclusion ; is ¨alid without assumption.
 . n  .  .2 Let c g C and C, c s lim C , c . If n is injecti¨ e thenl g L l lª
 .0  .0H M ; D H M . If in addition U is a cogenerator thenC , c l g L C , c Sl l
 .  .H M s l H M .C , c l g L C , cl l
 .  .Proof. 1 This follows from the fact that n c m w s 0 is equivalent
 .0 n qnto w g H M for c g C and w g M .C , c
 .  .0  q.2 Injectivity of n implies H M s T M s DC , c C , c l g L
 q.  .0  .00  .00T M ; j H M ; hence F H M ; H M . IfC , c l g L C , c l g L C , c C , cl l l 1 l l
 .  .U is a cogenerator the latter means F H M ; H M ; the otherl g L C , c C , cl l
inclusion being trivial the proof is complete.
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LEMMA 3.2. Let M be a bimodule, U be an injecti¨ e cogenerator, andS R S
C be a module. Then the following statements are equi¨ alent:R
 .  .   . .1 The map n : C m M, V ª C , M , V is a monomor-R S S S R R S
phism for all injecti¨ e modules V.S
 .  I .   . I .2 The map n : C m M, U ª C , M , U is injecti¨ e forR S S S R R S
 < <  < < < <4 .all sets I all sets I with I F max M , N , respecti¨ ely .
 .  .  . .3 The map n : CrC9 m M, V ª CrC9, M , V is injecti¨ e forR S S
all finitely generated submodules C9 ; C and all injecti¨ e modules V.S
 . n  . 4 For all n g N, c g C and all presentations C, c s lim C ,l g L lª
.  .c where the C are finitely presented, respecti¨ ely there is an l g L withl l
 .  .H M s H M .C , c C , cl l
 . n5 For all n g N and c g C there exists an n-pointed finitely pre-
 .  .  .sented module D, d and a morphism g : D, d ª C, c such that
 .  .H M s H M .C , c D , d
 .6 For all finitely generated submodules C9 ; C, c g CrC9 and all
 .  .  .presentations CrC9, c s lim C , c with finitely presented modules Cl l lª
 .  .there exists some l g L with H M s H M .Cr C 9, c C , cl l
 .7 For all finitely generated submodules C9 ; C and c g CrC9 there is
 .  .a 1-pointed finitely presented module D, d and a morphism g : D, d ª
 .  .  .CrC9, c such that H M s H M .Cr C 9, c D , d
 .  .  .  .Proof. We restrict ourselves to showing that 1 , 2 , 4 , and 5 are
equivalent. The other implications are checked, mutatis mutandis, as in the
proof of Lemma 2.1. As each injective module V is isomorphic to a directS
I  .summand of some product U , 1 is equivalent to the general version of
 .  .  .  .2 . In order to deduce 4 from the restricted version of 2 let C, c
 . < <  < < < <4s lim C , c . Then there exists a set I with I F max M , N and anl lª
n I  .S-homomorphism w : M ª U with Ker w s H M . This implies w gC , c
 .0  .0H M ; hence there is some l g L such that w g H M accordingC , c C , cl l
 .  .to Proposition 3.1. Consequently H M ; Ker w s H M , i.e., theC , c C , cl l
two groups coincide.
 .Since the modules C in 4 can be chosen finitely presented thel
 .  .implications 4 « 5 is clear.
 .  . n  .n5 « 1 Let V be injective, c g C and w g M, V such thatS S S
 .  .  .  .n c m w s 0. Furthermore let g : D, d ª C, c be a morphism as in 5
 .  .  .0  .0with H M s H M . As w g H M s H M the elementC , c D , d C , c D , d
 .  d m w is contained in the kernel of the map n 9: D m M, V ª D ,R S S S R
. . M , V , which is an isomorphism. Hence d m w s 0 and c m w s g mR S
. .1 d m w s 0.
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We shall say that a module M has C-dcc if it satisfies the conditions of
the preceding lemma.
COROLLARY 3.3. Let M be a bimodule.S R
 .  .  .1 a If M has A-acc and V is injecti¨ e then M, V has A-dcc.R R S R
 .  .b If M, V has A-dcc and V is a cogenerator then M hasR S
A-acc.
 .  .  .2 a If M has C -dcc and V is injecti¨ e then M, V has C-acc.R S R
 .  .b If M, V has C-acc and V is a cogenerator then M hasR S
C-dcc.
 .  . q  . nProof. 1 a Let V be injective, M s M, V , and a g A . ByS
 .Lemma 3.2 there is an n-pointed finitely presented module B, b and a
 .  .  .  .morphism a : B, b ª A, a with T M s T M . Now Lemma 1.5A, a B, b
 q.  .0  .0  q. qyields H M s T M s T M s H M , showing that MA, a A, a B, b B, b
has A-dcc.
 .b is shown similarly, using the second formula of Lemma 1.5.
 .  .  . .2 a Is proven like 1 a though by use of Proposition 3.1.
 .b Let V be a cogenerator, T be some ring such that V is aS S T
bimodule, and W be an injective module with V ; W . For an arbitraryT T T
set I we have the commutative diagram
nI I6M , V , W m C . C , M , V , W .  . . .T T R R TTR
X
IM m C , V , W . .I R S TTSc m1 6
IcÄ
6
m II 6M m C M m C .R R
 . .  . .where c: M ª M, V , W and c: M m C ª M m C, V , WÄT T R R T T
denote the evaluation maps that are known to be pure monomorphisms. It
I  .follows that c m1 is injective. If M, V has C-dcc then n is injective asR
well; hence m is injective. The shows that M has C-acc.
COROLLARY 3.4.
 .1 Letting 0 ª M9 ª M ª M0 ª 0 be a pure-exact sequence, M has
C-dcc if and only if M9 and M0 ha¨e.
 .  I . I I  I .2 If M has C-dcc and I is some set then M , M and M rM ha¨e
C-dcc as well.
 .Proof. 1 The given sequence being pure, the exact sequence 0 ª
 .  .  .M0, QrZ ª M, QrZ ª M9, QrZ ª 0 is split; hence our assertion
follows from Corollaries 2.2 and 3.3.
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 .2 As the functors H commute with direct sums and productsC , c
 I . I I  I . .M and M inherit C-dcc from M; by 1 , M rM has C-dcc as well.
COROLLARY 3.5. Let M ª N be a pure-injecti¨ e hull of M. If M has
 .A-acc C-dcc then N has the respecti¨ e property, too.
qq  . .Proof. Letting M s M, QrZ , QrZ it is well known that N is
qq  .isomorphic to a direct summand of M . By Corollary 3.3 A-acc C-dcc
qqpasses from M to M , hence to N.
COROLLARY 3.6. Let 0 ª C9 ª C ª C0 ª 0 be a pure-exact sequence
of right modules.
 .1 If M has C-dcc it has C9-dcc.
 .2 If M has C9-dcc and C0-dcc , then it has C-dcc.
Proof. This follows from Corollaries 2.4 and 3.3.
Recall that a left module A is called Mittag]Leffler module in case m:
I  . IM m A ª M m A is a monomorphism for all right modules M andR R
w xsets I 10, Proposition 2.1.5 . Obviously it is sufficient to require this
property for pure-injective modules M only.
COROLLARY 3.7. The following are equi¨ alent for a left module A:
 .1 A is a Mittag]Leffler module.
 .  .2 E¨ery pure-injecti¨ e right module has A-acc.
 .  .3 E¨ery pure-injecti¨ e left module has A-dcc.
 .  .Proof. The equivalence 1 m 2 is a direct consequence of Lemma
2.1. Observing that every module M admits a pure embedding into
qq  . .  .  .M s M, QrZ , QrZ the equivalence 2 m 3 follows from Corollar-
ies 3.3 and 3.4.
THEOREM 3.8. Letting M be a bimodule and U be an injecti¨ eS R S
cogenerator the following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .1 M has minimum condition for finite matrix subgroups, i.e., M is
-pure-injecti¨ e.
 .  .  . .2 The map n : C m M, V ª C , M , V is a monomor-R S S R R S
phism for all modules C and all injecti¨ e modules V.R S
 .  N.  . N.3 The map n : C m M, U ª C , M , U is a monomor-R S S R R S
phism for all denumerably generated modules C .R
 . n4 For all modules C and all n g N and c g C there is an n-pointedR
 .  .  .finitely presented module D, d and a morphism g : D, d ª C, c with
 .  .  .H M s H M n s 1 is sufficient .C , c D , d
 .  .  .Proof. 1 « 4 By Lemma 3.2 we have to show 4 only for n s 1. Let
 .  .c g C and C, c s lim C , c with finitely presented modules C . As Ml l lª
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 .is pure-injective it follows from Corollary 1.8 that H M is the intersec-C , c
tion of the downward directed family of finite matrix subgroups
  ..  .H M . This family has a minimal element H M ; henceC , c l g L C , cl l l l
 .  .H M s H M .C , c C , cl l
 .  .4 « 2 follows from Lemma 3.2.
 .  .2 « 3 is obvious.
 .  .3 « 1 Letting C be a denumerably generated module we have theR
commutative diagram
nN N6 .  . .C m M, U C , M , UR S S R R S
6
m
NN
6
n  ..C m M, UR S S
By assumption n is injective, hence m is injective, and by Theorem 2.4 the
 .dual M, U has maximum condition for finite matrix subgroups. Now
Corollary 1.6 implies that M has minimum condition for finite matrix
subgroups.
We note that Corollaries 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 can be interpreted ``globally''
 .thus expressing properties of modules with minimum maximum condition
for finite matrix subgroups. In the same way Corollary 3.6 has a global
version which is well known:
w x w x.COROLLARY 3.9 12, Theorem 6.3 and 2, Theorem 8 . The following
are equi¨ alent for R:
 .1 E¨ery left R-module is a Mittag]Leffler module.
 .2 E¨ery left R-module has minimum condition for finite matrix sub-
groups.
 .3 E¨ery right R-modules has maximum condition for finite matrix
subgroups.
To conclude we show that a module M with M-dcc induces a certain
equivalence. The simplest description of such a module is as follows: For
all n g N and m g M n there exists an n-pointed finitely presented
 .  .  .  .module D, d such that End M ? m s H M s H M . ExamplesM , m D , d
are the -pure-injective modules but also the Mittag]Leffler modules, in
particular the pure-projective modules.
 . q  .Let S s End M , U be an injective cogenerator, and M s M, U .R S S S
We denote the full subcategory of S-Mod of the M-injective and M-S S
generated modules by L and the full subcategory of R-Mod of those
modules which are isomorphic to direct summands of powers MqI by D.
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COROLLARY 3.10. The following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .1 M has M-dcc.
 .  .2 The functors M, y and M m ] induce in¨erse equi¨ alencesS R
between L and D.
Proof. If L is some left S-module we shall denote the image of n :
 .  .  .M m M, L ª S, L , L by s L .R S S S S
 .  .  .1 « 2 Let L g L and L ; L9 be an S-injective hull. As s L9 s L
 .and the map n : M m M, L9 ª L9 is injective by Lemma 3.2, the mapR S S
 .n : M m M, L ª L is an isomorphism. Next, given X g D we showR S S
 .  . .that M m X g L and that r : X ª M, M m X , r x m s m m x, isR S S R
a bijection. Let X g D and j: X ª MqI be a split monomorphism. Then
1 m j: M m X ª M m MqI is a split monomorphism and because n :R R
qI  I .  .M m M ª s U is an isomorphism, · s n ( 1 m j is a splitÄR
 .monomorphism; hence M m X g L . Because 1, · ( r s j, the sequencesÄR
r 1mr
 . 0 ª X ª M, M m X ª Coker r ª 0 and 0 ª M m X ª M m M,S S R R R
.  .M m X ª M m Coker r ª 0 split. As n : M m M, M m X ª MR R R S S R
 .m X is an isomorphism and n ( 1 m r is the identity on M m X, 1 m rR R
is an isomorphism; hence M m Coker r s 0. Consequently Coker r,R
q.  .M , M m Coker r, U s 0 and since Coker r is isomorphic to a
submodule of MqI, we have Coker r s 0.
 .  . 2 « 1 Let V be injective. By assumption the map n : M m M,S R S
 ..  .  .s V ª s V is an isomorphism; hence n : M m M, V ª V isR S S S
injective.
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